
CSRBOX in collaboration with IBM SkillsBuild brings you the Winter Micro-Internship 
Program where students from Bhagat Phool Singh Mahila Vishwavidyalaya will 
get an opportunity to learn from the subject expert, get mentored by industry 
professionals, and compete with students from other colleges at the national level 
for FREE.  
We are currently conducting the Winter Micro-Internship Program in the following 
thematic Areas: 
 
 

1. DATA VISUALISATION USING AI TOOLS: Data Analytics integrates with 
Artificial Intelligence seamlessly to augment your analytics journey and visualize 
data to derive meaningful outcomes. Be it getting data from the public web, 
creating formulas or SQL queries, or generating synonyms for columns, use AI 
to get your job done fast and right. IBM will be hosting a Data 
Visualisation using AI Tools virtual Winter Internship program for 2 
weeks starting from 21st December 2023 to 4th January 2024 where 
students will explore the power of data visualization through Python, Power BI, 
and AI tools in our workshop. Learn to transform raw data into meaningful 
insights using advanced AI-driven visualization libraries. Gain hands-on 
experience in creating compelling visual representations to effectively 
communicate data-driven stories. 

 
 

2. PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM: Join our Virtual Placement 
Assistance Program from December 22, 2023, to January 5, 
2024, where students can seize the chance to enhance their job application 
skills. It's a two-week opportunity to work on your CVs and LinkedIn profiles, all 
for free! Dive into masterclasses conducted by industry professionals covering 
topics such as developing your Social Media Brand (LinkedIn), excelling in the 
workplace, creating professional CVs, and mastering the art of acing interviews. 
Don't miss out on this valuable career-building experience where we offer 
career assistance to guide students in finding suitable employment 
opportunities and preparing them for job interviews. The program also aids in 
network development and industry connections. 

 

On behalf of your college, students have to participate individually. You can encourage 
students to fill in their details from your college to the REGISTRATION LINK. 

 Registration Link: https://bit.ly/IBMWinterInternship 

 Deadline: 18th December 2023 (Monday End of the Day) 
 QR Code to Register: 

 

https://bit.ly/IBMWinterInternship


 

 
All participants will receive participation certificates, social media promotion, 
and employment benefits from our end on successful completion. 
For further information about the IBM SkillsBuild Internship Programs, you may refer to 
the flyer attached here. 
 


